TRADE
CONNECTION RAILS
with patented* INSTANT Centre-Left-Right Connection
INNOVATIVE TRADE RAILS OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY

Contractor

Domestic

3 RAILS = 1 BOX

Hospitality

•

This new range was developed after extensive
discussions with Contractors, Specifiers and
the Hospitality Industry who required a rail
with simple fast installation, universal cord
connection, quality design and a 10-year
warranty from a trusted brand.

•

Trade Connection rails offer exclusive time and
labour saving features and high standards of
quality and excellence – at a competitive cost.

•

Every mirror polished Trade Connection rail is
laser cut and is fully welded for extra strength
and to prevent rusting from the inside which
happens with cheaply made ‘tack’ welded rails.

•

Demand Serene Trade Connection Towel Rails
from your local Electrical Wholesaler and start
saving on time and money with on your Towel
Rail installs.

* Patent Pending

www.serene-ind.com

TRADE
CONNECTION

A mirror polished fully laser welded rail
with instant Centre Left or Right fixing.

WALL MOUNTED BRACKETS

CORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

Designed by our engineers to be extra strong and
fast to install. The cord can be fully concealed and
the brackets are 15mm longer than standard to
easily accommodate extra thick towels.

Our new patented system delivers instant Left, Right
or Centre fixing without the need for tools, kits or
time consuming packs of parts.

MIRROR FINISH

The simple modern shape and balance of these
Serene rails make them suitable for large or small
bathrooms and also perfect for smaller hotel style
en-suites.

Our polishing process provides a seamless and
elegant mirror finish. A splendid addition to any
bathroom.

FLAT-FACE ROUND DESIGN

FULLY WELDED STRENGTH
To deliver a lifetime of continuous performance ladder rails need
to be strong which is why all Serene rails are fully welded. Our
competitors ‘tack’ welded rails can break under load and tend to
rust from the inside out as moisture gets into the weld.

WE LISTENED!
Contractors told us that they needed an attractive high quality universal fitting rail, and that they would prefer to have less packaging
waste to dispose of. The result is the TRADE CONNECTION range,
simple to fit with great features, and packed 3 to a box.
With substantial savings on bulk purchases.

SPECIFICATIONS

TC5

TC7

TC9

Wattage

40-50

65-70

75-80

Voltage

230 - 240

230 - 240

230 - 240

Size (cm)

W63 H56 D25

W63 H80.5 D25

W63 H103 D25

IP Rating

IP 54

IP 54

IP 54
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t: +852 2325 3209
f: +852 2325 3166
info@serene-ind.com
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t: +64 (3) 344 5550
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Serene Industries Limited reserves the right to alter both specifications and detail without notice.
Errors and omission excepted (E&OE)
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